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Abstract: There are lots of advantages using linear motor in high speed direct feed drive system. 
Nevertheless the control system of linear motor is easily being disturbed because of the distinctive 
structure. To improve the response characteristics of linear motor feed drive system, this paper 
proposes a regression model of servo parameters and an optimization strategy for control systems. 
The proposed regression model is established based on Partial least squares to facilitate the control 
system optimization. The proposed optimization strategy enables the determination of servo 
parameters that lead to stability performance without many trial-and-error tuning processes. In 
addition, the proposed strategy avoids machine tool in a state of resonance and being damaged. The 
effectiveness of the proposed regression model and optimization strategy was verified in 
experiments using a self-construction direct feed axis test rig. 

1. Introduction 
Linear motors possess several features such as fast response, high positioning accuracy, no travel 

restriction, high efficient, and so on [1]. Especially in the domain of high-speed and high-precision 
motion, linear motor feed drive system, without intermediate drive link, is an ideal feed drive 
mechanism for direct drive technology [2]. However, the distinctive “zero transmission” mode of 
this direct feed drive system makes the flexible load, internal disturbances and external interference 
directly effect on the working platform without through intermediate drive link, which hinders a 
wide application of linear motor [3-4] and also leads great difficulty for the servo control [5]. 

Improving stability performance of direct feed axis is of contemporary interest: exploring the 
various components matching of feed axis e.g. in [6-7], analyzing the operating conditions of feed 
axis e.g. in [8-9], studying the feed axis effective control algorithms and control parameters e.g. in 
[10-11]. It can make the working axis avoid resonance frequency to optimize the component of feed 
axis and redesign the operating conditions. However, there is more trouble in above two ways. 
When the feed axis entered service its component and operating conditions having been determined. 
Comparatively, it can be much easier to change the operating characteristics of the feed axis by only 
adjusting the control parameters and there are the advantages of low cost and high efficient in this 
method. 

In CNC system, adjusting control parameters aims for the broader 0dB bandwidth of Bode 
diagram mainly by tuning repeatedly speed loop gain constant and integral time constant [12]. But 
in the application of this method, there are many problems. Firstly, if there are multiple overshoot 
points, it is often unable to accurately determine the resonance point of the feed axis. Secondly, in 
the absence of fully understanding the mechanical properties of machine tool components, the 
debug interval of servo gain cannot confirm and can be easily to damage the device. Furthermore a 
great blindness in the adjusting of servo parameters will be exist, if there is no sufficient experience 
of servo parameters adjustment or lack of guidance rules. 

In the servo parameter optimization research, servo parameter regression model [13-14] can give 
a suitable parameter setting intervals to avoid damage device and blindness. According to the servo 
system [15], there is a high correlation between the servo parameters of speed control loop and 
current control loop. Therefore, the Least squares (LS) multivariate linear regression analysis 
method is of poor application. Although learning regression models, such as BP algorithms [16], 
can establish a high accurate and robust regression model, there are still many deficiencies, such as 
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a long modeling time, excessive reliance on learning samples and difficulty to analyze the variables 
effects on modeling. The Partial least squares (PLS) proposed by WOLD make a significant 
progress in resolving the issue of independent variable correlation. PLS sets multiple linear 
regression analysis, principal component analysis, canonical correlation analysis as a whole. When 
the arguments set internal has a high degree correlation, it can integrate and screen the arguments to 
eliminate the multiple correlation among arguments, so then to the greatest extent extract related 
information between independent and dependent variables. The method has been well used in the 
fields of economic statistics, chemical engineering, chemical analysis and life science. 

This paper establishes a servo parameter regression model taking direct feed axis for target and 
to avoid damage device proposing a parameter optimization strategy which can provide a 
suggestion for improving stability performance of feed axis. This proposed method takes Partial 
Least Squares as inference calculation tool to screening pre-debugging servo parameters and 
determine the servo gain space, which provide a new method for the direct feed axis servo 
parameter optimization automation. 

2. PLS identification methodology 
2.1 PLS identification 

To study the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable, assume 

there are p  independent variables, { }1 2 px x ,x ,...x=
 and q  dependent variables, 

{ }1 2 qy y , y ,...y=
 and also n samples of data are observed, then two matrices can be formulated, 

1 2= p n px ,x ,...x ×  X
 and 1 2= q n qy , y ,...y ×  Y

. Because of the different dimension of the variables, 
the algorithm is implemented after the data have been pre-processed, i.e. scaling around zero mean 
and unit variance and the mean-centered and properly scaled matrices are obtained, E  and F . 

The first principal component 1t extracted from E , carrying the relevant information in matrix F  
(excluding correlations) represented by some function for predicting F . This expression can be 
written as follows: 

( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 1max Cov , = max Var r ,t F t t F  (1) 

1 1=t Ew  1 1=w  
The Lagrange multiplier method enables to derive 1w  as follows. Calculate the maximum 
eigenvalues of the matrix T TE FF E . Vector 1w  is the standard eigenvector. A PLS model with 1t  
is expressed as follows: 

T
1 1 1= +E t p E  (2) 

T
1 1 1= +F t r F  (3) 

T T
1 1

12 2
1 1

    1 = =
E t F tp r
t t  

Regression coefficient vector is ,1 1p r  and 1 1,E F  is the residual. 

Replace ,E F  with 1 1,E F  and repeat above step to get the second principal component. This is 

performed until the number of required factors is extracted, 1 2, , m⋅ ⋅ ⋅t t t  or the residual is below 
some threshold. Matrix ,E F  is decomposed into models similar to principal components: 

T T
1 1 2 2= + + m⋅ ⋅ ⋅E t p t p E  (4) 

⋅ ⋅ ⋅T T
1 1 2 2 mF = t r + t r + F  (5) 
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Since 1 2 m, , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅t t t  all is a linear combination of variable ( ) ( ) ( )1 , 2 ,   ( )k k p⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤E E E  in E  set, 

hence the variables in the F  set can also be expressed by ( ) ( ) ( )1 , 2 k⋅ ⋅ ⋅E E E , where F  is a 
variable set normalized about dependent variable. Then, get normalized regression equation:  

1 1 2 2= + + +k k m⋅ ⋅ ⋅F E B E B E B F  (6) 
Into actual parameters, 

0 1 1 2 2= + + + +k k m⋅ ⋅ ⋅y b x b x b x b y  (7) 

2.2 Component validation 
According to the theory of multiple regression analysis, the number of components is that which 

gives the lowest residual on the test data. If too many factors are chosen, then the prediction 
property of the model is poor, so a balance has to be made on when the error reduction is minimal 
compared with the increase in the number of components. Therefore, in order to improve the 
accuracy of PLS regression model, the components need further screened to distinguish data 
information and noise. By adding a new component in this paper, observe whether the prediction 
property of the model has been significantly improved to judge the effectiveness of the ingredient. 
The specific method is as follows: 

Firstly, the sample i  removed, use the rest samples and use h  components to fit a regression 

equation, then, the sample i  drag-in the equation, and calculate the fitting value h(-i)f
∧

 and predict 

the error square sum hPRESS  being expressed as: 
2n

h i h(-i)
i=1

PRESS = f - f
∧ 

 
 

∑  (8) 

Secondly, using the entire sample to fit the regression equation containing h  components, 

where hif
∧

 represents the sample i  and hSS  represents the error squares sum being expressed as: 
2n

h i hi
i=1

SS = f - f
∧ 

 
 

∑  (9) 

In general, hPRESS  is greater than hSS  and hSS  is less than -1hSS , where -1hSS  represents 

fitting errors of using ( )-1h  components equation including all sample; hPRESS  uses h  

component but it contains sample disturbance error. If hPRESS  is less than hSS  in a certain 

extent, it is believed that adding a component ht  can improve the accuracy of the fitting equation. 
Validity can be expressed as a formula: 

2 = 1- h
h

h

PERSSQ
SS

 (10) 

Finally, in the state
2 0.0975hQ ≥ , it is considered that the contribution of components ht  to 

regression identification is prominent, and the regression process needs to introduce the component. 

Conversely, abandon ht  and the process of extracting components is finished. 
2.3 Independent variable validation 

The factors that influence the dependent variable are very many, and some independent variables 
are the dominant factor, but some independent variables are not obvious. An effective regression 
model is required to include all independent variables relating with dependent variables, and reject 
the irrelevant arguments and keep regression coefficients stable. In this paper, the independent 
variable is selected by calculating the difference between the residual matrix and the dependent 
variable uncertainty. The specific method is as follows: 
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Firstly calculate the uncertainty of the dependent variable according to the project requirements 
on the dependent variable parameters. In the same state, measure dependent variables n times. 
Assuming that the effect each independent variable on the dependent variable is similar and the 
dependent variable uncertainty can be expressed as 

( )( ) ks xu x
n

=  (11) 

Constant ( )ks x  is the standard experiment deviation. Secondly, remove the independent 

variable ix  and calculate the regression equation, then propose the same number of components to 

get matrix ( )m i−y  the new residual. Finally, in the state ( ) ( )m i u x− ≥y , it is considered that the 

independent variable ix  plays a leading role in dependent variables and the regression process 

needs to retain the independent variable. Conversely, abandon the independent variable ix  and re-
establish the PLS model. 

3. Servo parameters regression model & optimization strategy 
3.1 Servo parameters regression model 

The servo system which is driven by linear motor includes position control loop, speed control 
loop, current control loop, vector conversion link, current control voltage mode inverter and 
corresponding feedback element. Analysis shows that the servo parameters of the current control 
loop and the speed control loop determine the stability of the displacement output signal. Hence, the 

independent variables are selected as speed loop gain vK , velocity loop integral time vT , current loop 

gain iK  and current loop integral time iT . Currently the main way to observe the work of servo 
system is reading the Bode diagram 0dB band width. Therefore, dependent variable chooses the 
first overshoot point frequency f  and amplitude response A . 

 
Each dependent variable in the security interval sets 20 calibration points, and measured 20 

groups corresponding dependent variable values by reading CNC system Bode diagram. Based on 
MATLAB, write a PLS analysis program, translate 20 groups data into the standardization data by 
the central standardization processing and at last do regression analysis. The validity of each 
component is analyzed by Eq. (10), and the uncertainty of the arguments and the residual matrix are 
calculated. Using the regression equation calculated the predicted value of the dependent variable, 
and compared with the sample data to determine the accuracy of the model. The servo parameters 
debugging standard is that the first overshoot point frequency is max and amplitude response is less 
than 3dB. Therefore, when the dependent variable frequency is max, see the dependent variable 
amplitude response equaling to 3dB as limit value to predict each independent variable servo 
parameters value. 

3.2 Servo parameter optimization strategy 
In order to avoid the debugging blindness and damage device when optimizing the direct feed 

axis servo parameters, the following servo parameters optimization strategy is proposed: 
Step 1, Collect samples to establish regression model, according to the servo parameters 

regression model proposed by this paper. 
Step 2, Get each independent variable adjustable ranges and limits from the servo parameters 

regression model and set the servo parameters value in servo system. 
Step 3, According to the dependent variable frequency f  , set the corresponding electronic filter 

to adjust output current. 
Repeat above step to increase the servo gain and adjust the servo parameters according to 

frequency band required to optimize. This is performed until promise the overshoot frequency band 
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amplitude is no more than 3dB or make feed axis in the working frequency band of the 0dB 
bandwidth obtain the maximal broadband. 

4. Experimental tests & results analysis 
4.1 The experimental scheme 

In order to verify the servo parameters optimization strategy, an established experimental system 
is shown in figure 1 in this paper. Experiment system is composed of Linear motor test bench; 
Numerical Control system and data capture system. The motor is SIEMENS 1 FN3 linear motor. 
The Numerical Control system is SINUMERIK 840D system. 

2

3

1

 
1. Linear motor test bench; 2. Numerical Control system; 3. Data capture system 

Fig. 1 Experimental system 
The corresponding variable servo parameters and variable adjustable range are defined in table 1. 

The independent variables are speed loop gain vK , velocity loop integral time vT , current loop 

gain iK  and current loop integral time iT .The dependent variables are the frequency of the first 
exceed adjusting point f and amplitude response A . 

Table 1  model parameter 

No Variable Interval 

1 (Ns/ m)vK  10000~200000 

2 (ms)vT  0~30 

3 (V/ A)iK  30~50 

4 ( s)iT m  1000~6000 

5 (Hz)f  Observed value 

6 (dB)A  Observed value 

  
According to the method mentioned above, establish the regression model of the servo 

parameters by 20 samples. The servo parameters extreme value is calculated by the regression 
model. Set the servo parameters of NC system and read the Bode diagram. Reset the servo gain 
value of NC system which is increased by 5% and read the Bode diagram again. Compare two 
diagrams and analyze the first overshoot point frequency and amplitude response. 

4.2 Results analysis 
Based on the calculation of servo parameters regression model, Fig. 2 shows the influence of 

servo parameters to the frequency response characteristic. Detailed analysis shows that: speed loop 
gain is the main servo parameters impacting the frequency response characteristics and the 
integration time plays a supplementary role. Furthermore, the coefficient of current loop gain is 
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almost zero. In the case of the normal work of the current control loop, current loop gain has no 
obvious effect. 
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Fig. 2 The influence of servo parameters 

According to the servo parameters of the regression model, the value of servo parameters can be 

predicted, vK  is 192000 Ns/ m , vT  is 0.1 ms , iK  is 48.7 V/ A  and iT  is 3500 sm . In figure 3, 

the Bode diagram I is measured by setting the corresponding servo parameters. Reset vK  
increasing 5% to 201000 NS/m and measure the Bode diagram II. The Bode diagram I shows that in 
below 100 Hz there is no overshoot and The Bode diagram II shows that 7.5dB overshoot is 
appeared at 19.5Hz. 

X marker: 19.5313Hz, 7.4519dB

Bode II

->dB<-

20

-50

->dB<-

20

-50
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Fig. 3 Result comparison 

In conclusion, the optimization strategy of servo parameters based on PLS regression in this 
paper is feasible. In condition of no limit test, the servo parameters optimal value is effectively 
determined and the stability of servo system is improved. In addition, when the servo parameters 
value increase 5%, an overshoot point appears in Bode diagram. 

5. Conclusion 
A servo parameter regression model based on PLS is proposed and established. Analyze the 

influence of the independent variables on the dependent variables and make sure the main servo 
parameter in the process of debugging. According to the proposed servo parameters optimization 
strategy, a state of resonance didn’t appear in the optimization process. Then make sure the safety 
of equipment and get the optimal value of the servo parameters. 
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